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Abstract
We study the Low Energy Limit of string theory in the form of string corrected
Supergravity. We do this in the non minimal case. That is we solve the case of string
corrected, D=10, N=1 Supergravity at second order in the string slope parameter.
We obtain the second order H sector tensors, as well as the related torsions and
curvatures. We also find the supercurrent supertensor at second order.
This work forms part I of a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for
the degree of Doctor Of Philosophy
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1 Introduction
It is established tradition that theories of extended objects have eclipsed supergravity
as a focus of attention in the search for a consistent theory of all known interactions.
However in the past, common ground for both theories was found, (see references [1]
through [5], and references therein.) It is believed that D=10, N=1 Supergravity is in
fact the low energy limit to string theory, [1]. The first order or minimal Lorentz Chern-
Simmons Form string modifications or deformations to D=10, N=1 Supergravity, that was
manifestly supersymmetric, was first completed in [4]. That is, the authors succeeded in
closing the related Bianchi identities to first order in the string slope parameter, obtaining
the minimal string corrections. The completion of the task at second order or in the non-
minimal case has remained unsolved until now. It was not known how to close the Bianchi
identities at second order. Also the relevance of such a lengthy task was not fully realized
until recently when the first order case was revisited. The results of [4] have recently been
strongly vindicated, ([2] and references therein). Hence there has been a renewed focus
of interest in the non-minimal case, [2].
In view of this new interest in string corrected D=10, N=1 Supergravity, we therefore
revisit an outstanding problem concerning the case at second order in the perturbative
expansion. Some years ago a program to incorporate string corrections into the super-
gravity equations of motion which succeeded in maintaining manifest supersymmetry was
developed, [1], [2], [3], [4]. Recently the bosonic equations of motion for D=10, N=1
supergravity fields at superspace and component levels have been derived and have been
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shown to be derivable from a lagrangian, [2]. This was done to first order perturbatively
in the string slope parameter. A major problem continued to be that of obtaining the
solution of the Bianchi identities at second order. It was suggested, [4], that the second
order case would contain many interesting results, and that it would follow by merely
obtaining perturbative expansions of the super tensors, Habc, Labc, Aabc. However obtain-
ing the second order result did not come so easily. (Some authors maintained a different
approach to that in [2], see for example [5]).
Closing the Bianchi identities at second order first ground to a halt upon encountering
a non-solvable term in the H sector Bianchi identities. Many approaches such as null
spaces and other ideas were tried in order to overcoming this problem.
It was suggested that one aspect of finding a second order solution would require the
so called X tensor, [1], [7]. Finding the X tensor would form part of the solution, and
finding it through direct calculations proved difficult. However this author was aware for
a long time that a particular Ansatz did in fact allow for closure in the H sector,(equation
(69)). However it was required to find a consistent set of torsions and curvatures also.
Eventually, an equation was derived which allowed for a solution up to a curvature,
equation (39). The remaining curvature looked intractable until yet a further relation
was found, (equation (124)). Finally a condition to be imposed on the curvature Rabα
β
(equation 129), which was not evident in referenc [4], was implemented, (129).
Hence in this work we propose a candidate for the X tensor and show that it allows
for a solution in the H sector. Furthermore we solve the related torsion identities. We
also find R(2)αβde, R
(2)
αbde. We find R
(1)
abγ
δ and note that it appears to be set to zero in
5
[2] and [4]. Finally we find A(2)abc, the super current super tensor at second order.
The perturbative approach of Gates and collaborators is well documented and dis-
cussed in the literature, and we will not recount it here. For a recent review and for an up
to date commentary see [2], and references therein. For a discussion of Bianchi identities
in general see [6]. The crucial role of the Chern-Simmons form is discussed in [8] and
[4]. Our starting point will be the Bianchi identities as listed in [4]. The sigma matrix
identities and symmetries are recorded in [3].
These geometrical methods nowadays are known as deformations, [2], and the con-
straints have sometimes been referred to in the past as Beta Function Favored constraints,
(βFF constraints).
2 The Bianchi Identities
Bianchi Identites in the presence of constraints can give information about dynamics.
Perhaps the best known example in physics is the case of the Einstein Field Equations.
It is well known that these field equations can be derived from an action, the Einstein
Hilbert action. However, as is also well known, the standard route towards their derivation
is through the contraction of the Bianchi identities in classical Riemannian space. An
example of a physical constraint is that of the conservation of the energy momentum
tensor. Hence although the Bianchi identities are in fact just identities, if a constraint is
imposed on one or more fields, this in turn will generate constraints on other fields related
through these identities.
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In our case we consider in a slightly analogous way, those Bianchi identities derivable
in superspace in conjunction with a set of constraints. For details of the early work on
this see for example [1] and references therein. Following the notation of [6] we define
torsions TAB
C and curvatures RAB
CD as follows
[∇A,∇B} = TAB
C +
1
2
RABd
eMe
d (1)
The Bianchi identities are given by
[[∇[A,∇B},∇C)} = 0 (2)
For further details see appendix [II]. Firstly we consider the set of Q and G Bianchi
identities is listed in ref. [4]. QABD is the Super Lorentz Chern Simmons Form. GABD is
the supergravity field strength for D=10, N=1 Supergravity. HABD will be the modified
supergravity field strength for D=10, N=1 Supergravity
The Bianchi identities satisfied by the Lorentz Chern Simmons form, QABD, are [4]
1
6
∇(α|Q|βγδ) −
1
4
T(αβ|
EQE|γδ) =
1
4
R(αβ|efR|γδ)
ef (3)
1
2
∇(α|Q|βγ)d −∇dQαβγ −
1
2
T(αβ|
EQE|γ)d +
1
2
Td(α|
EQE|βγ) = R(αβ|efR|γ)d
ef (4)
∇(α|Qβ)cd + ∇[c|Q|d]αβ − Tαβ
EQEcd − Tcd
EQEαβ − T(α|[c|
EQE|d]|β) =
7
[2RαβefRcd
ef + R(α|[c|
efR|d]|β)ef ] (5)
∇αQbcd −
1
2
∇[b|Qα‖cd] −
1
2
Tα[b|
EQE|d]α +
1
2
T[bc|
EQE|d]α = Rα[b|
efR|cd]ef
(6)
+
1
6
∇[a|Q|bcd] −
1
4
T[ab|
EQE|d]α +
1
2
T[bc|
EQE|cd] =
1
4
R[ab|
efR|cd]ef (7)
Those satisfied by the supertensor, GABC , are, [4],
1
6
∇(α|G|βγδ) −
1
4
T(αβ|
EGE|γδ) = 0 (8)
1
2
∇(α|G|βγ)d −∇dGαβγ −
1
2
T(αβ|
EGE|γ)d +
1
2
Td(α|
EGE|βγ) = 0 (9)
∇(α|Gβ)cd + ∇[c|G|d]αβ − Tαβ
EGEcd − Tcd
EGEαβ − T(α|[c|
EGE|d]|β) = 0
(10)
∇αGbcd −
1
2
∇[b|Gα‖cd] −
1
2
Tα[b|
EGE|d]α +
1
2
T[bc|
EGE|d]α = 0
(11)
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+
1
6
∇[a|G|bcd] −
1
4
T[ab|
EGE|d]α +
1
2
T[bc|
EGE|cd] = 0 (12)
The Q and G tensors are related the modified field strength tensor, the H tensor, in
superspace as follows
GADG = HADG + γQADG + βYADG (13)
YADG is the Yang Mills Superform, and γ is proportional to the string slope parameter.
That is, the action for massless fields of heterotic or type I superstrings may be expanded,
with β set to zero as follows, [1],
Seff =
1
κ2
∫
d10xe(−1)[L(0) +
n=∞∑
n=1
(γ′)nL(n)] (14)
Thus we can arrive at the low energy string corrected effective action.
We now consider the Bianchi identities satisfied by the tensor HABC which are as
followes
1
6
∇(α|H|βγδ) −
1
4
T(αβ|
EHE|γδ) = (−
γ
4
)R(αβ|efR|γδ)
ef (15)
1
2
∇(α|H|βγ)d −∇dHαβγ −
1
2
T(αβ|
EHE|γ)d +
1
2
Td(α|
EHE|βγ) = (−γ)R(αβ|efR|γ)d
ef (16)
∇(α|Hβ)cd + ∇[c|H|d]αβ − Tαβ
EHEcd − Tcd
EHEαβ − T(α|[c|
EHE|d]|β) =
− γ[2RαβefRcd
ef + R(α|[c|
efR|d]|β)ef ] (17)
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∇αHbcd −
1
2
∇[b|Hα‖cd] −
1
2
Tα[b|
EHE|d]α +
1
2
T[bc|
EHE|d]α = −γRα[b|
efR|cd]ef
(18)
+
1
6
∇[a|H|bcd] −
1
4
T[ab|
EHE|d]α +
1
2
T[bc|
EHE|cd] = −
1
4
γR[ab|
efR|cd]ef (19)
Within the framework of the Bianchi identities we have a perturbative prescription that
will allow us to incorporate string corrections into the theory, and maintain it manifestly
supersymmetric. We first solve the identities satisfied by the H tensor. To find them we
use the Bianchi identities as satisfied by the G tensor and the Lorentz Chern Simmons
form as listed in [4]. We then combine them to get the H sector Bianchi Identities. We
also have the torsions
T(αβ|
λT|γ)λ
d − T(αβ|
gT|γ)g
d − ∇(α|Tβγ)
d = 0 (20)
T(αβ|
λT|γ)λ
δ − T(αβ|
gT|γ)g
δ − ∇(α|T|βγ)
δ −
1
4
R(αβ|deσ
de
|γ)
δ = 0 (21)
And we also have the following curvature
T(αβ|
λR|γ)λde − T(αβ|
gR|γ)gde − ∇(α|Rβγ)de = 0 (22)
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There are many other identities but these are the principle ones needed for this work.
In fact we only need to solve the first three H sector identities to find a full solution for
the H sector tensors in terms of curvatures and torsions.
The first order solutions were first given in [4]. They were recently recalculated [2].
Using conventional constraints as input, Bellucci, Gates and Depireux derived the first
order results, as given in [4]. The conventional constraints, (where here we use a slightly
different convention) are, [2],
iσa
αβTαβ
b = 16δba , iσc
αβTαb
c = 0
iσabcde
αβTαβ
e = 0, Tα[de] = 0
Tdeb =
1
8
σdeα
βTβb
α −
i
16
Rαβ de
(23)
An important input at first order is what is taken to be the supercurrent supertensor
Aabc.
The choice with β set to zero of
Aabc = −iγσabcǫτTkp
ǫT kpτ (24)
was made to put the theory on shell, [2].
In this work we also find Aabc at second order. We will list the main results at first
order found in [2] and [4]. This is because we continually refer to them. We also wish to
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establish out notation, and because we need these results in terms of the H tensor, not
the G tensor as given in [4]. We list only those which we require, and we set β = 0. (ie
we include no matter fields). We will note however that we will later have to modify the
constraint on Tαβ
g.
We have at first order
Hαβγ = 0 Hαβd = +
i
2
σdαβ + 4iγσ
g
αβHγ
efHd
ef
Hαbd = +2iγ[−σ[b|αβTef
βG|d]
ef − 2σeαβTf [b|
βG|d]
ef ]
(25)
Tαβ
g = iσαβ
g, Tαb
g = 0, Tabc = −2Labc,
Tαβ
γ = −[δ(α|
γδ|β)
δ + σgαβσg
γδ]χδ
Tαb
γ =
1
48
σbαφσ
pqrφγApqr
(26)
Rαβde = −2iσ
g
αβΠgde +
i
24
σpqrefαβApqr
Rαbde = −iσ[d|αφTb|e]
f + iγσ[d|α φTkl
φRkl|de]
(27)
Where
Π(1)g
ef = L(1)g
ef −
1
8
A(1)g
ef (28)
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Labc = Habc + γ[(R
ef
|ab] +R|ab]
ef −
8
3
Hd
ef
[a|H
df
|b])H|c]ef ] (29)
∇αLbcd =
i
4
σ[b|αβ[T|cd]
β + 4γTkl
βRkl|cd]
∇γT
(0)
ef
δ = [−
1
4
σmnγ
δRefmn + T
(0)
ef
λT (0)γλ
δ]
+
1
48
[2Hefgσ
g
γ
φσdklφ
δ − σ[e|γ
φσdklφ
δ∇|f ]]Adkl (30)
Many avenues such as null spaces were tried in order to solve the problem of finding
a solution at second order, but without success. However it was suggested that a gen-
eralization of the torsion Tαβ
g would be necessary in order to proceed to second order,
[2],[7]. The job at hand therefore is to find the form of this generalization, known as the
X tensor. However there were still many obstacles to be overcome in order to obtain a
complete and consistent set of solutions.
In this paper we propose a candidate for the X tensor. We show that this candidate
solves the problem of closure in the H sector Bianchi Identities. It also solves the second
order torsion. We therefore find the second order torsions T (2)αβ
g, T (2)αβ
λ, T (2)αb
g and
T (2)αb
γ and also the curvatures R(2)αbde, and R
(2)
αβde. In order to do this we required
several insights and key results which are derived in appendices.
We check our results by showing mutual consistency. At this stage we will draw
attention to our simple second order notation. The superscript in brackets refers to the
second order quantities. Hence we have as follows for example
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Rαβde = R
(0)
αβde +R
(1)
αβde +R
(2)
αβde + .... (31)
Where R(0)αβde and R
(1)
αβde are listed in equations (27). To begin with, Hβγδ is set to
zero as in [2] and [4]. We have not seen that it is required to be other than zero to close
the Bianchi identities. We have seen that if it is non zero the H sector Bianchi Identities
fail to close.
3 The X Tensor
In reference [4] the conventional constraint T gαβ = iσ
g
αβ was imposed to all orders. This
led to failure to close the Bianchi identities at second order. In this case that constraint
is modified. From the conventional constraints listed in [2] the most general form of the
zero dimensional torsion is
Tαβ
g = iσgαβ + σ
pqref
αβXpqref
g (32)
Here we absorb the coefficient i
5!
used in ref. [2] into the X tensor.
Earlier because of the existence of an apparently intractable term which arose in the
H sector Bianchi identities, closure could not be obtained with Tαβ
g = iσgaβ . At the time
the problem term could not be incorporated into the torsion T (2)αβ
λ, which would have
allowed for a solution. In the following we see that the X tensor must contribute to second
order. Consider the Bianchi identity at dimension one half, equation (20). If X is zero,
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then using the constraints in [4], reduces this equation to
T (2)(αβ|
λσ|γ)λ
d = σ(αβ|
gT (2)|γ)g
d (33)
Therefore T (2)αβ
λ must have a similar sigma matrix structure to the RHS of (33). We
know from the H sector Bianchi identities that H(2)gγd satisfies an equation of the form
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d =
σ
g
(αβ|[Mg|γ)d] + σ
g
(αβ|T
(2)
|γ)gd − σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ − 8γ2σe(α|ǫσf(β|τσd|γ)φT
(0)
kp
ǫT (0)kpτT (0)efφ
(34)
Looking at equation (34) we see that we will encounter an intractable term in the H sector
unless we can absorb it into the T (2)βγ
λ term, that is the fourth term on the RHS of (34).
Let us call it the T 3 term. There is no known sigma matrix identity that will allow this
term to be written in the form necessary to solve for Hgγd. We see that the T
3 term has
the same sigma matrix structure as the T (2)βγ
λ term. We consider the option of equating
the T (2)βγ
λ term with the T 3 term. This is possible only when X is non zero, and it will
constitute one of the many necessary components of the solution.
4 Results Necessary For Solution
In order to see relationships and recognize cancelations we retain on our simplified index
notation, for example T (2)βγ
λ, and keep in mind that quantities can be written in several
ways which make them recognizable. We employ the following results which are crucial
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to obtaining a solution. We will require the zeroth order spinor derivative of T (0)ef
δ,
available from (30),
∇γT
(0)
ef
δ = [−
1
4
σmnγ
δRefmn + T
(0)
ef
λT (0)γλ
δ]
(35)
We refer to its χ part and its curvature part using a suitable subscript as in (36).
We have the following results, the derivations of which are lengthy and are included
in appendices.
T (0)(αβ|
λ iγ
6
σpqref |γ)λA
(1)
pqrH
(0)
def −
iγ
6
σpqref (αβ|[H
(0)
def∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr] |(χ)
= + iγσg(αβ|H
(0)
def∇|γ)A
(1)
gef |(χ) (36)
We also require, (See appendix IV.)
+
iγ
6
σpqref (αβ|H
(0)
def∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr|(R) =
γ2
12
σpqref (αβ|H
(0)
defσpqrǫτT
(0)
kp
ǫσmn|γ)
τR(0)kpmn
=
γ2
2
σg(αβ|σgef ǫτT
(0)
kp
ǫσmn|γ)
τR(0)kpmnH
(0)
d
ef + 16γ2σg(αβ|σe|γ)ǫT
(0)
kp
ǫR(0)fg
kpH(0)d
ef
(37)
And for later transparency we have the very important and convenient observation that,
using the identity σg(αβ|σg|γ)λ = 0, this can be written as
iγ
6
σpqref (αβ|H
(0)
def∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr|(R)
= −iγσg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
gef ]|(R)H
(0)
d
ef + 4iγσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gefH
(0)
d
ef (38)
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Combining the results (36) and (38) we get the very simple reduction,
+
iγ
6
T (0)(αβ|
λσpqref |γ)λA
(1)
pqrH
(0)
def −
iγ
6
σpqref (αβ|H
(0)
def∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr
= +iγσg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
gef ]H
(0)
d
ef − 4iγσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gefH
(0)
d
ef (39)
This will be a key part of the solution. Along with the sigma matrix identities given
in [3], we also require the important result that
σpqref (αβ|σe|γ)φ = = − σ
pqref
φ(γ|σe|αβ) (40)
The latter allows us to write
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqrR
(0)
|γ)def = +
γ
6
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
deφ (41)
Hence we transform it to a solvable term. It is the above system of derived identities
and observations, coupled with an Anzatz for the X tensor that will facilitate our solution
up to a curvature. Solving the final curvature will involve other technical difficulties.
5 The H Sector Solution
To second order in perturbation theory we have, using our exponent notation, for H(2)βγd
1
6
∇(α|H|βγδ)
Order(2) −
1
4
T (0)(αβ|
gH(2)g|γδ) −
1
4
T (1)(αβ|
gH(1)g|γδ) −
1
4
T (2)(αβ|
gH(0)g|γδ)
−
1
4
T (0)(αβ|
λH(2)λ|γδ) −
1
4
T (1)(αβ|
λH(1)λ|γδ) −
1
4
T (2)(αβ|
λH(0)λ|γδ) = −
γ
2
R(1)(αβ|efR
(0)
|γδ)
ef
(42)
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For H(2)βgd we have
1
2
∇(α|H
Orderγ2
|βγ)d − ∇dH
Orderγ2
αβγ −
1
2
T (0)(αβ|
λH(2)λ|γ)d −
1
2
T (1)(αβ|
λH(1)λ|γ)d
−
1
2
T (2)(αβ|
λH(0)λ|γ)d −
1
2
T (0)(αβ|
gH(2)g|γ)d −
1
2
T (1)(αβ|
gH(1)g|γ)d −
1
2
T (2)(αβ|
gH(0)g|γ)d
+
1
2
T (2)d(α
gH(0)g|βγ) +
1
2
T (1)d(α
gH(1)g|βγ) +
1
2
T (0)d(α
gH(2)g|βγ)
+ γ′[R(0)(αβ|efR
(1)
|γ)d
ef + R(1)(αβ|efR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ] = 0
(43)
We need to solve (42) and (43). We do so using the constraints of reference [4].
It is a straightforward to solve for H(2)gγδ. To do so we use the constraints in ref. [4]
and substitute them into equation (42). We extract a sigma matrix coefficient from each
term as below. After some care with the algebra we obtain.
σ(αβ|
gH(2)g|γδ) = σ
g
(αβ|[−4γH
(0)
gefR
(1)
|γδ)
ef −
1
2
T (2)g|γδ)] (44)
Which solves with the correct symmetries to simply
H(2)gγδ = [−4γH
(0)
gefR
(1)
γδ
ef −
1
2
T (2)gγδ] (45)
Which we can also write as
H(2)dαβ = σαβ
g[8iγH(0)defL
(1)
g
ef − iγH(0)defA
(1)
g
ef ]
+ σpqrefαβ[
−iγ
6
H(0)defA
(1)
pqr −
1
2
Xpqrefd] (46)
For the next Bianchi Identity we will require considerably more ingenuity. The result
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will also have to be extracted using a symmetrization operator, equation (135). Applying
the constraints of ref. [4] reduces (43) to
1
2
∇(α|H|βγ)d
Orderγ2 −
1
2
T (2)(αβ|
λH(0)λ|γ)d −
1
2
T (0)(αβ|
λH(2)λ|γ)d −
1
2
T (0)(αβ|
gH(2)g|γ)d
+
1
2
T (2)d(α
gH(0)g|βγ) + γ
′[R(0)(αβ|efR
(1)
|γ)d
ef + R(1)(αβ|efR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ] = 0
(47)
We now substitute the constraints known from ref. [4] into (47) as before. After some
long calculations and we obtain
+i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d =
1
2
∇(α|H|βγ)d
Orderγ2 −
i
4
σd(α|λT
(2)
|αβ)
λ
+ σg(αβ|[−2γσg
λφχφH
(0)
defR
(1)
λ|γ)ef
−
1
4
σg
λφχφT
(2)
dλ|γ)] − 4γχ(α|H
(0)
defR
(1)
|βγ)
ef
−
1
2
χ(αT
(2)
d|βγ) +
i
4
σ
g
(αβ|T
(2)
d|γ)g−2iγσ
g
(αβ|H
(0)
gefR
(1)
|γ)d
ef
+ σg(αβ|[−i2γΠ
(1)
g
efR(0)|γ)d
ef ] +
iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|R
(0)
|γ)d
efA(1)pqr (48)
Equation (48) contains a proliferation of non solvable non linear terms. Hence we follow
our first route. We consider the spinor derivative of Hβγd
Orderγ2. Since we do not yet
know what the X tensor is we will first employ a torsion and a curvature to eliminate
χ and X tensor terms. We retain our compact superscript notation for terms which will
later cancel and so we will not write them out in full unless required. We must also
remember to include the second order derivative contributions which come from the first
19
order result. In [4] it was found to first order,
Hβγd =
i
2
σdβγ + i4γσ
g
βγH
(0)
gefH
(0)
def (49)
Taking the spinor derivative of this first order term will generate second order contribu-
tions. Hence we include this contribution. However we do not list the terms explicitly.
The contribution due to this term is simply a lengthy expression with the correct sigma
matrix structure needed to extract the solution. The explicit result will be written in full
in a later paper. The method of solution for this Bianchi identity involves extracting a
sigma matrix similar to the coefficient of the term which we seek. Namely we seek to
solve for H(2)gγd in an expression of the form
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = σ
g
(αβ|M
(2)
g|γ)d (50)
Finally we extract the correct expression for H(2)gγd with an appropriate symmetrization
operator, (section (12)). We have from first order, which we leave as is,
1
2
∇(α|H
(1)
|βγ)d
(Orderγ2) = σg(αβ|(2iγ∇|γ)[H
(0)
gefH
(0)
d
ef ])Order(1) (51)
We then have, taking the derivative of (45)
1
2
∇(α|H
(2)
|βγ)d
(Orderγ2) = [−2γ∇(α|(H
(0)
defR
(1)
|βγ)
ef) −
1
4
∇(α|T
(2)
d|βγ)] (52)
= (∇(α|[−2γH
(0)
def ])R
(1)
|βγ)
ef − 2γH(0)def [∇(α|R
(1)
|βγ)
ef ] −
1
4
∇(α|T
(2)
d|βγ) (53)
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= σg(αβ|[4iγ(∇(α|H
(0)
def)Π
(1)
f
ef −
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]
−
1
4
∇(α|T
(2)
d|βγ) − 2γH
(0)
def∇(α|R
(1)
|βγ)
ef (54)
We need to evaluate ∇(α|T
(2)
d|βγ) and ∇(α|R
(1)
|βγ)ef . We will later calculate the deriva-
tive directly but firstly we use an indirect approach. To do this we use a first order cur-
vature and the dimension one half torsion at second order. This will eliminate the chi
terms as well as the X tensor terms. However it also will isolate the torsion T (2)αβ
λ, and
allow us to identify a candidate for this torsion. This candidate in turn will be shown to
satisfy the dimension one half torsion, (20).
For the curvature we solve the Bianchi Identity
∇(α|R
(1)
|βγ)ef = T
(0)
(αβ|
λR(1)|γ)λef + T
(1)
(αβ|
λR(0)|γ)λef − T
(0)
(αβ|
gR(1)|γ)gef
− T (1)(αβ|
gR(0)|γ)gef (55)
Using the first order constraints of Ref [4] we obtain
− 2γH(0)d
ef∇(α|R
(1)
|βγ)ef = σ
g
(αβ|[2γσg
λφχφR
(1)
|γ)λefH
(0)
d
ef
+ 2iγR(1)|γ)gefH
(0)
d
ef ] + 4γχ(α|R
(1)
|βγ)efH
(0)
d
ef (56)
Similarly for the Torsion we have at second order, using equation (20),
−1
4
∇(α|T
(2) d
|βγ) =
1
2
χ(α|T
(2)
|βγ)
d −
i
4
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ + σg(αβ|[
1
4
σg
λφT (2)|γ)λ
d
+
i
4
T (2)|γ)g
d] = 0 (57)
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Substituting these results into the derivative ∇(α|H|βγ)d
Orderγ2 gives the complete expres-
sion which in turn will cancel the remaining non linear terms in (48) exactly. We have
1
2
∇(α|H|βγ)d
Order2 = σg(αβ|[2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)Order2 + 4iγ∇|γ)H
(0)
defΠ
(1)
g
ef ]
−
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|[∇|γ)(H
(0)
def )]A
(1)
pqr +
1
2
χ(α|T
(2)
|βγ)d
−
i
4
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ + σg(αβ|[(
1
4
)σg
λφχφT
(2)
|γ)λd +
i
4
T (2)|γ)gd]
+ σg(αβ|[2γσg
λφχφR
(1)
|γ)λefH
(0)
d
ef + 2iγH(0)defR
(1)
|γ)g
ef ]
+ 4γH(0)defχ(α|R
(1)
|βγ)
ef (58)
After substitution if the derivative term (58) into (48) we find many cancelations and
arrive at a considerably reduced χ free
i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = σ
g
(αβ|[ + 2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef ) − 2iγR(1)|γ)[d|
efH(0)|g]ef
− 2iγΠ(1)g
ef [R(0)|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]]
+
iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[R
(0)
|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]
−
i
2
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ + σg(αβ|
i
2
T (2)d|γ)g (59)
We write the expression this way for some transparency. Now we consider the sigma
five part. Although we do not do it now, we note that the term with R(0)γd
ef allows it to
be written as a solvable term because the identity,
σpqref (αβ|σe|γ)φ = = − σ
pqref
φ(γ|σe|αβ) (60)
Hence we have using the constraints in [4],
+
iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[R
(0)
|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ] = +
γ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqrσd|γ)φTef
φ(61)
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After a long calculation (see appendix V) we can show that
+
γ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqrσd|γ)φTef
φ
= −
γ
4
σg(αβA
(1)
g
efσd|γ)φTef
φ + 4iγ2σe(α|ǫσf |β)τσd|γ)φTkp
ǫT kpτT efφ (62)
It was the second term in RHS of the above expression, (62), that caused the problem
of closure. It is not in a solvable form, and it cannot be written as such. We could avoid
the problem by absorbing the second term of the above equation into the torsion T (2)λβγ .
The terms in (62) all have a similar σdγφ coefficient and also similar to that of T
(2)λ
βγ .
It remains to be considered as to what combination should be absorbed into T (2)λβγ. We
could have
i
2
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ = + 4iγ2σe(α|ǫσf |β)φσd|γ)λTkp
ǫT kpφT efλ (63)
However we have evidence from the dimension one half torsion, (20), that we should in
fact choose the whole quantity with that particular sigma matrix structure as follows
iσd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ = +
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[R
(0)
|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]
(64)
Or
T (2)αβ
λ = −
iγ
12
σpqrefαβA
(1)
pqrTef
φ (65)
This scenario will give for H(2)gγd,
i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = σ
g
(αβ|[ + 2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef) − 2iγR(1)|γ)[d|
efH(0)|g]ef
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− 2iγ[Π(1)g
ef ][R(0)|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]]
+ σg(αβ|
i
2
T (2)d|γ)g (66)
This is written in terms of the as yet unknown torsion T (2)dγg.
6 Closure Using the X Tensor
We now propose an Anzatz for the X tensor and show that in conjunction with the results
(64), and (39), that we can indeed close the H sector by a different route. We later show
that these results close the dimension one half torsion.
We have, using the dimension one half torsion (20),
−
i
2
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ + σg(αβ|
i
2
T (2)d|γ)g
=
1
2
T (0)(αβ|
λT (2)|γ)λ
d −
1
2
∇(α|T
(2)
|βγ)
d (67)
The last two terms in equation (59) also appear as in this combination.
We now say let
T (2)αβ
d = σpqrefαβ[Xpqrefd + Ypqrefd] (68)
where Xpqrefd −
iγ
6
σpqrefαβ . We find that Ypqrefd = 0 is sufficient to close the H sector
and torsion sector identities. Hence we choose the Ansatz
T (2)αβ
d = −
iγ
6
σpqrefαβH
(0)d
efA
(1)
pqr (69)
Therefore
24
−
i
2
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ + σg(αβ|
i
2
T (2)d|γ)g
=
1
2
T (0)(αβ|
λ[−
iγ
6
σpqref |γ)λH
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr] −
1
2
∇(α|[−
iγ
6
σpqref |βγ)H
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr] (70)
=
1
2
T (0)(αβ|
λ[−
iγ
6
σpqref |γ)λH
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr] −
1
2
[−
iγ
6
σpqref |βγ)H
(0)
def [∇(α|A
(1)
pqr]
−
1
2
[−
iγ
6
σpqref |βγ)[∇(α|H
(0)
def ]A
(1)
pqr (71)
We now use equation (39) of our recipe to get
−
i
2
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ + σg(αβ|
i
2
T (2)d|γ)g = −
iγ
2
σg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
gef ]H
(0)
d
ef
+2iγσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gefH
(0)
d
ef +
iγ
12
[σpqref (αβ|[∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]A
(1)
pqr (72)
Incorporating the result (72) into (59) gives
i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = σ
g
(αβ|[+ 2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef) − 2iγR(1)|γ)[d|
efH(0)|g]ef
− 2iγ[Π(1)g
ef ][R(0)|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]]
+
iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[R
(0)
|γ)def ]
−
iγ
2
σg(αβ|∇|γ)A
(1)
gefH
(0)
d
ef + 2iγσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gefH
(0)
d
ef
(73)
Furthermore using equation (41) we have
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iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqrR
(0)
γ)def = +
γ
6
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
deφ (74)
Hence we finally obtain a fully solvable form as follows
i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = σ
g
(αβ|[+ 2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)− 2iγR(1)|γ)d|
efH(0)gef
−2iγ[Π(1)g
ef ][R(0)|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]]
+
γ
12
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
deφ−
iγ
2
σg(αβ|∇|γ)A
(1)
gefH
(0)
d
ef
(75)
Hence we have solved the first part old problem. Also the residual terms in (75), should
be those obtained in the solution to the dimension one half torsion. In fact in the next
section we find that that is just so, hence adding good support to our Ansatz for T (2)βγ
g
and result for the torsion T (2)βγ
λ. We show that this is true in this scenario, and we also
show that it is true in the case where we take the direct derivative H(2)αβd without using
the curvature or torsion to eliminate non-linear terms.
7 Dimension One Half Torsion
We now look at the dimension one half torsion, (equation (20)). At second order since all
relevant first order quantities are zero this becomes
T (0)(αβ|
λT (2)|γ)λ
d + T (2)(αβ|
λT (0)|γ)λ
d − T (0)(αβ|
gT (2)|γ)g
d − ∇(α|T
(2)
|βγ)
d = 0 (76)
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We have the candidate for the X tensor, equation (69). We also had the candidate for the
complete term , iσd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ, (64). Hence substitution of these results into the torsion
(76) gives
T (0)(αβ|
λσpqref |γ)λA
(1)
pqrH
(0)
def [−
iγ
6
] +
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqrR
(0)
γ)def
−
iγ
6
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr∇|γ)H
(0)
def +
iγ
6
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr∇|γ)H
(0)
def
+
iγ
6
σpqref (αβ|H
(0)
def∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr |χ +
iγ
6
σpqref (αβ|H
(0)
def∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr |R
−iσg(αβ|T
(2)
|γ)gd = 0 (77)
Again using (39) and (41) gives many cancelations of terms which otherwise would be
intractable. Hence we obtain the very short result,
+ iσg(αβ|T
(2)
|γ)gd = −iγσ
g
(αβ|∇|γ)A
(1)
gefH
(0)
d
ef
4iγσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gefH
(0)
def +
γ
6
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
de
φ (78)
This is in agreement with comparing (59) to (75).
8 Direct Derivative Check
We now look at an extremely interesting check on our work. It will be based on a
previously unnoticed observation. We began by calculating H(2)βγd. We found this quite
easily. It contained the X tensor. We needed the spinor derivative of H(2)βγd to find
H(2)αbg. Since we did not know the form or the X tensor we eliminated it as well as all
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χ terms by using the dimension one half torsion and also a curvature to replace those
terms. Hence we did not calculate this derivative directly. We found a solution for H(2)αbg
which contained T (2)αb
g as an unknown. In the process we also identified T (2)βγ
λ. We
then proposed a candidate for the X tensor and showed that it could successfully close
the second H sector Bianchi Identities and the dimension one half torsion. This candidate
also closed the dimension one half torsion, and produced a result for T (2)αb
g . We also
found the exact same result for T (2)αb
g by comparing the two results for H(2)αbg.
In the following we show agreement and consistency with the results of the solution
to the dimension one half torsion, and our results in the H sector, while taking the direct
derivative of H(2)αβg.
We make the very convenient observation that the following quantities are interchange-
able. We find the following useful result which allows us to make a comparison between
the direct method and the method used in part (5) that employed a torsion and curvature
to eliminate non linear terms. We note conveniently that
∇αL
(1)
abc = iγσ[g|γφT
(0)
kl
φRkl|ef ] (79)
Using the result σg(αβ|σg|γ)λ = 0 along with the result for R
(1)
γabc as given in [4], we
can write
∇γL
(1)
abc = R
(1)
γabc (80)
This is a crucial observation which will have other roles. We note here that the result
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for the same derivative in [2] will fail to work in the following closure, whereas that in [4]
will indeed work, and so the coefficient in [4] seems to be correct.
We found the H sector solution, equation (59). We can write it as follows
i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = σ
g
(αβ|[+ 2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef) − 2iγR(1)|γ)d
efH(0)gef
+ 2iγR(1)|γ)g
efH(0)def − 2iγΠ
(1)
g
efR(0)|γ)def + 4iγL
(1)
g
ef∇|γ)H
(0)
def
−
iγ
2
A(1)g
ef∇|γ)H
(0)
def + σ
g
(αβ|
i
2
T (2)d|γ)g (81)
Also we found
+
i
2
σg(αβ|T
(2)
|γ)gd = −
iγ
2
σg(αβ|∇|γ)A
(1)
gefH
(0)
d
ef
+ 2iγσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gefH
(0)
d
ef +
γ
12
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
de
φ (82)
Hence we have
i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = σ
g
(αβ|[+ 2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)
− 2iγR(1)|γ)d
efH(0)gef + 4iγR
(1)
|γ)g
efH(0)def
−2iγL(1)g
efR(0)|γ)def +
iγ
4
A(1)g
efR(0)|γ)d
ef
+4iγL(1)g
ef∇|γ)H
(0)
def −
iγ
2
A(1)g
ef∇|γ)H
(0)
def
−
iγ
2
∇|γ)A
(1)
gefH
(0)
d
ef +
γ
12
σpqreg |γ)φA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
de
φ] (83)
In terms of the X tensor we obtained
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−
i
4
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ + σg(αβ|
i
4
T (2)d|γ)g =
1
4
T (0)(αβ|
λ[−
iγ
6
σpqref |γ)λH
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr]
−
1
4
∇(α|[−
iγ
6
σpqref |βγ)H
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr] (84)
Working out (47) term by term by substituting in the first order constraints as before
and recalling that σg(αβ|σg|γ)φ = 0 eliminates one term, we find after a lengthy calculation
that
+i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d =
1
2
∇(α|H|βγ)d
Orderγ2 −
i
4
σd(α|λT
(2)
|αβ)
λ +
i
4
σ
g
(αβ|T
(2)
d|γ)g
+ T
(0)
(αβ|
λσpqref |γ)λ[+
iγ
12
H(0)defA
(1)
pqr +
1
4
Xpqrefd] + σ
g
(αβ|[−2iγH
(0)
gefR
(1)
|γ)d
ef
−2iγΠ(1)gefR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ] +
iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|R
(0)
|γ)d
efA(1)pqr
(85)
We need 1
2
∇(α|H|βγ)d
Orderγ2 . We take the derivative of (46) directly. The derivative is
1
2
∇(α|H|βγ)d
Order2 = σg(αβ|[2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)Order(2))
+ 4iγ∇|γ)[H
(0)
defΠ
(1)
g
ef ] +
1
2
σpqref (αβ|∇|γ)[(−
iγ
6
H(0)def )A
(1)
pqr
+
1
2
Xpqref ] (86)
The whole thing becomes
+i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = −
i
4
σd(α|λT
(2)
|αβ)
λ +
i
4
σ
g
(αβ|T
(2)
d|γ)g
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+ σg(αβ|[2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)Order(2) + 4iγ∇|γ)[H
(0)
defΠ
(1)
g
ef ]]
+
1
2
σpqref (αβ|∇|γ)[(−
iγ
6
H(0)def)A
(1)
pqr +
1
2
Xpqref ]
+ T
(0)
(αβ|
λσpqref |γ)λ[+
iγ
12
H(0)defA
(1)
pqr +
1
4
Xpqrefd] + σ
g
(αβ|[−2iγH
(0)
gefR
(1)
|γ)d
ef
−2iγΠ(1)gefR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ] +
iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|R
(0)
|γ)d
efA(1)pqr (87)
Substituting in for the X tensor and gives
+i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d =
1
4
T (0)(αβ|
λ[−
iγ
6
σpqref |γ)λH
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr]
−
1
4
∇(α|[−
iγ
6
σpqref |βγ)H
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr] + σ
g
(αβ|[2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)Order(2)
+ 4iγ∇|γ)[H
(0)
defΠ
(1)
g
ef ] + σpqref (αβ|∇|γ)[(−
iγ
24
H(0)def )A
(1)
pqr]
+ T
(0)
(αβ|
λσpqref |γ)λ[+
iγ
24
H(0)defA
(1)
pqr] + σ
g
(αβ|[−2iγH
(0)
gefR
(1)
|γ)d
ef
−2iγΠ(1)gefR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ] +
iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|R
(0)
|γ)d
efA(1)pqr (88)
Terms neatly cancel to get
+i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = + σ
g
(αβ|[2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)Order(2)
+ 4iγ∇|γ)[H
(0)
defΠ
(1)
g
ef ] − 2iγH(0)gefR
(1)
|γ)d
ef
−2iγΠ(1)gefR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ] +
iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|R
(0)
|γ)d
efA(1)pqr (89)
Using
σpqref (αβ|σe|γ)φ = = − σ
pqref
(γ|φσe|αβ) (90)
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Gives the soluble form
+i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = + σ
g
(αβ|[2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)Order(2)
+ 4iγ∇|γ)[H
(0)
defΠ
(1)
g
ef ] − 2iγH(0)gefR
(1)
|γ)d
ef
−2iγΠ(1)gefR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ] +
γ
12
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |g)φT
(0)
de
fA(1)pqr (91)
⇒
+i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = + σ
g
(αβ|[2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)Order(2) + 4iγ∇|γ)[H
(0)
def ]Π
(1)
g
ef
+ 4iγH(0)def∇|γ)[Π
(1)
g
ef ] − 2iγH(0)gefR
(1)
|γ)d
ef−2iγΠ(1)gefR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ]
+
γ
12
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
gγ)φT
(0)
de
φA(1)pqr
(92)
The two results (66) and (92) at first sight do not seem to coincide. We need to
work out the Π derivative in equation (92) to enable a comparison. For this our crucial
observation is given in (80). We have therefore
4iγσg(αβ|H
(0)
def∇|γ)[Π
(1)
g
ef ] = 4iγσg(αβ|H
(0)
def∇|γ)[L
(1)
g
ef −
1
8
A(1)g
ef ]
= + 4iγσg(αβ|H
(0)
d
efR(1)|γ)gef −
iγ
2
σg(αβ|H
(0)
d
ef∇|γ)A
(1)
gef
(93)
⇒
+i
2
σg(αβ|H
(2)
g|γ)d = + σ
g
(αβ|[2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef)Order(2) + 4iγ(∇|γ)H
(0)
def )Π
(1)
g
ef
+4iγH(0)d
efR(1)|γ)gef −
iγ
2
H(0)d
ef∇|γ)A
(1)
gef ]
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− 2iγH(0)gefR
(1)
|γ)d
ef−2iγΠ(1)gefR
(0)
|γ)d
ef ] +
γ
12
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φT
(0)
de
φA(1)pqr
(94)
= σg(αβ|[+ 2iγ∇|γ)(H
(0)
defH
(0)
g
ef) − 2iγR(1)|γ)[d|
efH(0)|g]ef
− 2iγ[Π(1)g
ef ][R(0)|γ)d
ef − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]]
+
γ
12
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
deφ −
iγ
2
σg(αβ|∇|γ)A
(1)
gefH
(0)
d
ef (95)
Hence we find exact agreement with between (66) and (95), using also (78).
9 Torsion for T (2)αd
δ at Dimension One
This is based on the constraints listed in [2]. We have the Bianchi identity at dimension
one as follows,
T(αβ|
λT|γ)λ
δ − T(αβ|
gT|γ)g
δ − ∇(α|T|βγ)
δ −
1
4
R(αβ|deσ
de
|γ)
δ = 0 (96)
At second order it becomes
T (0)(αβ|
λT (2)|γ)λ
δ + T (2)(αβ|
λT (0)|γ)λ
δ − iσg(αβ|T
(2)
|γ)g
δ − ∇(α|T
(2)
|βγ)
δ
− ∇(α|T
(0)
|βγ)
δ(Orderγ2) −
1
4
R(2)(αβ|deσ
de
|γ)
δ = 0
(97)
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We must take care not to neglect second order contributions from the derivative
∇αT
(0)
βγ
δ.
We have
− ∇(α|T
(0)
|βγ)
δ(Orderγ2) = [2δ(α|
δδ|β)
λ + σg(aβ|σg
δλ]∇|γ)χλ (98)
Using the form of the derivative ∇αχβ as quoted in reference [4] and the result that
[2δδ(α|δ|β)
λ + σg(aβ|σg
δλ]σb|γ)δ = 0 (99)
Gives
−∇(α|T
(0)Orderγ2
|βγ)
δ = [2δ(α|
δδ|β)
λ + σg(αβ|σg
δλ]∇|γ)χλ =
−
i
2
σg(αβ|σ
mn
|γ)
δ[L(2)gmn +
1
4
A(2)gmn] (100)
We now have as before which we re-list for convenience,
T (2)αβ
λ = −
iγ
12
σpqrefαβA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
ef
λ (101)
Hence the torsion becomes
T (0)(αβ|
λ[−
iγ
12
σpqref |γ)λA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
ef
δ] −
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqrT
(0)
ef
δT (0)|γ)λ
δ − iσg(αβ|T
(2)
|γ)g
δ
+
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|(∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr)T
(0)
ef
δ +
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr(∇|γ)T
(0)
ef
δ)−
1
4
R(2)(αβ|deσ
de
|γ)
δ
−
i
2
σg(αβ|σ
mn
|γ)
δ[L(2)gmn +
1
4
A(2)gmn]
= 0
(102)
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Using (39) and (41) again gives gives
−
iγ
2
σg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
g
ef ]T (0)ef
δ + 2iγσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)g
efT (0)ef
δ
−
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqrT
(0)
ef
δT (0)|γ)λ
δ − iσg(αβ|T
(2)
|γ)g
δ
+
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[−
1
4
σmn|γ)
δRefmn + T
(0)
ef
λT (0)|γ)λ
δ]−
1
4
R(2)(αβ|deσ
de
|γ)
δ
−
i
2
σg(αβ|σ
mn
|γ)
δ[L(2)gmn +
1
4
A(2)gmn] = 0 (103)
The use of the derivative (35) allows a cancelation of what would otherwise have been
an insolvable term. We find
−
iγ
2
σg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
g
ef ]T (0)ef
δ + 2iγσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)g
efT (0)ef
δ
−iσg(αβ|T
(2)
|γ)g
δ +
iγ
12
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[−
1
4
σmn|γ)
δRefmn]−
1
4
R(2)(αβ|mnσ
mn
|γ)
δ
−
i
2
σg(αβ|σ
mn
|γ)
δ[L(2)gmn +
1
4
A(2)gmn] = 0 (104)
From which we read
T (2)γg
δ = −
γ
2
[∇γA
(1)
gef ]T
(0)
ef
δ + 2R(1)γgefT
(0)
ef
δ (105)
And
R(2)αβde = −
iγ
12
σpqrefαβA
(1)
pqrRefde − 2iσ
g
αβ [L
(2)
gde +
1
4
A(2)gde] (106)
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10 Curvature for R(2)λgde
We need to solve the curvature that will give R(2)λgde. We have the curvature Bianchi
identity which we need to solve at second order as follows
T(αβ|
λR|γ)λde − T(αβ|
gR|γ)gde − ∇(α|Rβγ)de = 0 (107)
Here we must consider second order contributions from the spinor derivative∇(α|R|βγ)de.
We write the full curvature to second order for clarity
Rβγde = − 2iσ
g
αβΠ
′
gde +
i
24
σpqrdeαβA
(1)
pqr −
iγ
12
σpqrabαβA
(1)
pqrRdeab (108)
Where Π′ is the modified Π, but is any case is of the solvable form.
Π′ = [L(0)gde + L
(1)
gde + L
(2)
gde −
1
4
A(1)gde +
1
4
A(2)gde] (109)
With hindsight and in order to eliminate an apparently intractable term we begin
by making the following observations. In equation (65) we found T (2)αβ
λ, hence we also
encountered the quantity
σd(α|λT
(2)
αβ
λ = −
iγ
12
σd(α|λσ
pqref
|βγ)A
(1)
pqrT
(0)
ef
λ (110)
Using the torsion, equation (20), we can write
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σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ = − σg(αβ|T
(2)
d|γ)g
+ iT (0)(αβ|
λT (2)|γ)λ
d − i∇(α|T
(2)
|βγ)
d (111)
Using the second order torsion results which we found, (65) and (105), then gives
+ σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ = + σg(αβ|T
(2)
d|γ)g
+
γ
6
T (0)(αβ|
λ[σpqref |γ)λH
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr] −
γ
6
σpqref (αβ|H
(0)
def [∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr]
−
γ
6
σpqref (αβ|[∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]A
(1)
pqr
(112)
Now applying our key equation, (39) to (112) gives
+ σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ = + σg(αβ|T
(2)
d|γ)g
+ γσg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
gef ]H
(0)
d
ef − 4γσg(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gefH
(0)
d
ef
(113)
We now substitute in our result for σg(αβ|T
(2)
d|γ)g, (78), into (113) to obtain cancela-
tions and the simple result
σd(α|λT
(2)
|βγ)
λ = −
iγ
6
σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
de
φ
= −
iγ
12
σd(α|λσ
pqref
|βγ)A
(1)
pqrT
(0)
ef
λ
(114)
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From which we extract the following result.
σpqref (aβ|σd|γ)|φA
(1)
pqrMef
φ = 2σg(αβ|σ
pqre
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqrMde
φ
(115)
From this we deduce a hitherto unknown identity, albeit indirectly, where Mde
φ is anti-
symmetric in ’d’ and ’e’. Using our second order torsion and curvature results, (65), (69),
and (106), the full curvature at second order becomes
T (0)(αβ|
λ[−
iγ
12
σpqrab|γ)λA
(1)
pqrR
(0)
abde] + [−
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqrTab
λR(0)|γ)λde
− iσg(αβ|R
(2)
|γ)gde +
iγ
6
σpqrab(αβ|H
(0)g
abA
(1)
pqr]R
(0)
|γ)gde
+
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|[∇|γ)|A
(1)
pqr]R
(0)
abde +
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[∇|γ)R
(0)
abde]
−
i
24
σpqrde(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr] + 2iγσ
g
(αβ|[∇|γ)Π
′
gde] = 0 (116)
Using (39) again gives two more solvable terms
+
iγ
12
T (0)(αβ|
λσpqrab|γ)λA
(1)
pqrR
(0)ab
de −
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|R
(0)
abde∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr
= +
iγ
2
σg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
gab]R
(0)ab
de − 2iγσ
g
(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)g
abR(0)abde
(117)
This reduces (116) to
+
iγ
2
σg(αβ|∇|γ)A
(1)
gabR
(0)ab
de − 2iγσ
g
(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gabR
(0)
abde
−
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqrTab
λR(0)|γ)λde
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− iσg(αβ|R
(2)
|γ)gde +
iγ
6
σpqrab(αβ|H
(0)g
abA
(1)
pqrR
(0)
|γ)gde
+
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[∇|γ)R
(0)
abde]
−
i
24
σpqrde(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr] + 2iγσ
g
(αβ|[∇|γ)Π
′
gde] = 0
(118)
We now list the sigma five terms separately.
+
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[−T
(0)
ab
λR(0)λ|γ)de + 2H
(0)
ab
gR(0)|γ)gde + ∇|γ)R
(0)
abde] (119)
= +
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[−T
(0)
ab
λR(0)λ|γ)de − T
(0)
ab
gR(0)γgde + ∇|γ)R
(0)
abde] (120)
We have the Bianchi Identity
∇αRabde − Tα[a|
XRX |b]de − Tab
XRXαde + ∇[a|R|b]αde = 0 (121)
The second term on the LHS of (121) is zero at zeroth order. Hence we have as follows,
+
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[∇|γ)R
(0)
abde] =
+
iγ
12
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[+T
(0)
ab
λR(0)λ|γ)de − T
(0)
ab
gR(0)|γ)gde − 2∇aR
(0)
b|γ)de] (122)
Substituting (122) into (118) gives
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+
iγ
2
σg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
gab]R
(0)ab
de − 2iγσ
g
(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gabR
(0)
abde
− iσg(αβ|R
(2)
|γ)gde +
iγ
6
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[∇aR
(0)
|γ)bde + 2H
(0)
ab
gR(0)|γ)gde]
−
i
24
σpqrde(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr] + 2iγσ
g
(αβ|[∇|γ)Π
′
gde] = 0 (123)
Now consider the sigma five terms in (123). Using our new result result (115) allows
for solving these terms, and we obtain
+
γ
6
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[∇aR
(0)
|γ)bde + 2H
(0)
ab
gR
(0)
|γ)gde]
=
γ
6
σpqrab(αβ|A
(1)
pqr[σ[d|g)φ{∇aT
(0)
b|e]
f + 2H(0)ab
cT (0)c|e]
φ}]
=
γ
3
σg(αβ|σ
pqra
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqr[{∇[d|T
(0)
a|e]
f + 2H(0)[d|a
cT (0)c|e]
φ}] (124)
Hence we obtain
iσg(αβ|R
(2)
|γ)gde = +
iγ
2
σg(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
gab]R
(0)ab
de − 2iγσ
g
(αβ|R
(1)
|γ)gabR
(0)
abde
+
γ
3
σg(αβ|σ
pqra
g |γ)φA
(1)
pqr[{∇[d|T
(0)
a|e]
φ + 2H
(0)
[d|a
cT (0)|c|e]
φ}]
−
i
24
σpqrde(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr] + 2iγσ
g
(αβ|[∇|γ)Π
′
gde] = 0
(125)
We now look at the remaining unsolved term − i
24
σpqrde(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr].
This term looks as though it will pose a serious problem. This term cannot be manip-
ulated into a solvable term because of the placement of the free indices. Using the results
found in [4] we have
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−
i
24
σpqrde(αβ|[∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr] =
+
γ
(12)(24)
σpqrde(βγ|σpqrǫτT
(0)ǫ
klσ
mnsφτ [H(0)klgσ
g
|α)φA
(1)
mns
−σk |α)φ(∇lA
(1)
mns)] (126)
Using the sigma matrix identities as given in ref. [3], it can be shown that these
two terms cannot be written in the solvable form, that is with the same structure as
σg(αβ|R
(2)
|γ)gde. Hence we look at the origin of these terms. For the derivative of Tkl
τ we
have the following Bianchi identity.
∇γTkl
τ = Tγ[k|
λTλ|l]
τ + Tγ[k
gTg|l]
τ + Tkl
λTλγ
τ + Tkl
gTgγ
τ −∇[k|T|l]γ
τ − Rklγ
τ (127)
At first order this reduces to
∇γTkl
τ Order(1) = T (1)γ[k|
λT (0)λ|l]
τ −∇[k|T|l]γ
τOrder(1) − R(1)klγ
τ (128)
In references [2] and [4] it appears that R(1)klγ
τ was set to zero. With the form of the
curvature Rαβde and this choice of super current supertensor Aabc we will always be led to
the term i
24
σpqrde(αβ|∇|γ)A
(1)
pqr
(order2) because of the the spinor derivative in the Bianchi
identity (107) as given in (112). This term is not reducible as we require so it must be
incorporated into this curvature. Hence we identify the following curvature at first order.
R(1)klγ
τ =
1
48
[2H(0)klgσ
g
γλσ
pqrλτA(1)pqr − σ[k|γλσ
pqrλτ(∇|l]A
(1)
pqr)] (129)
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This result was not arrived at in [2] and [4] and will have consequences for the appli-
cation of even the first order results.
The second order form of this curvature is already solved in the Bianchi identity (127).
All the quantities in this Bianchi identity are known. Hence it can be written in full in
a later review. It is the role of this paper simply to arrive at the second order solution,
and to overcome obstacles to obtaining this solution.
11 The Super-Current
At first the author believed that finding the supercurrent tensor A(2)abc would result
in closing the curvature identity (107). However that was before equation (115) was
constructed and the before the significance of the (128) was realized. Thence finding
the supercurrent A(2)abc is nothing more than applying a condition available from the
conventional constraints. The starting point in references [2] and [4] were the conventional
constraints as listed in [2]. Among these constraints we have
Tαb
δ =
1
48
σbαλσ
pqrλδApqr (130)
The choice of
Apqr = −iγσpqrǫτTkp
ǫT kpτ (131)
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was made for on shell conditions, [2]. However this is a conventional constraint and
therefore it can be imposed to all orders. Hence we can use this result. We have found
Tαb
δ and it is given in in equation (105). Hence we can solve for A(2)pqr. No modification
to this super-current was required to close the identities other than this. Hence we use
a suitable inverting operator along with our results (105) and (80) to obtain after som
calculation
A(2)gef = −
1
20
σgefγλσ
bλφT (2)φb
γ (132)
.
=
γ
20
σgefγλσ
bλφ[∇φ(
1
4
A(1)bmn − 2L
(1)
bmn)]T
(0)mnγ (133)
12 Conclusions
We have solved the non-minimal case of string corrected supergravity, for D=10, N=1.
This theory is believed to be the low energy realization of string theory. We found a
procedure for solving the Bianchi identities to this order and thus maintained manifest
supersymmetry to that order. Our solution required the intricate derivation of equation
(39), which we used in conjunction with several other results and observations. In par-
ticular we had to form an Ansatz for the so called X tensor which would be consistent
within all sectors of the Bianchi identities. The Ansatz that we found achieved this result.
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Hence we found a mechanism which allows for closure of the H sector Bianchi identities
and solved a problem that had existed for many years. We also solved the Bianchi identi-
ties in the torsion and curvature sectors at each dimension, showing consistency of our set
of results. To achieve this in full, progress was held up as it was necessary to derive yet
another identity, (115), which facilitated the elimination of otherwise unsolvable terms.
Furthermore we also had to observe that, in contradiction to the results reported in ref.
[2] and [4], we had to show that the curvature R(1)abγ
δ was not in fact zero. These observa-
tions were not at all immediately transparent. We found R(1)abγ
δ to be given by equation
(133). We noted that the second order contribution R(2)abγ
δ, can be found already form
the Bianchi identity (127) by direct substitution of our already found results at second
order. It would simply be a long expression.
We saw how the X tensor was necessary for achieving consistent closure of the Bianchi
identities and our candidate for this tensor, which succeeds in doing this, did not require
the contribution of a second possible part, Ypqrdef . Such a contribution would appear in
fact to result in failure to close in the H sector. Hence we feel that out choice is in fact
the unique result.
With H(2)αβδ set to zero we obtained
H(2)dαβ = σαβ
g[8iγH(0)defL
(1)
g
ef − iγH(0)defA
(1)
g
ef ] −
iγ
12
σpqrefαβ [H
(0)
defA
(1)
pqr]
(134)
H(2)αbg must be extracted from (66). We use the following operator, Oˆ, to obtain the
symmetrized H(2)αbg:
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Oˆ = [
1
2
δ[a
dδb]
gδα
β −
1
12
ηdgσabα
β +
1
24
δ[a
(dσb]
g)
α
β] (135)
After a very long calculation we obtain the result
H(2)αab = 2γ[∇α(H
(0)
[a|efH
(0)
|b]
ef) − σabα
φ∇φ(H
(0)
gefH
gef)]
+ 2iγσ[a|αφTef
φΠ(1)|b]
ef − 2iγσabα
λσgλφTef
φΠ(1)gef
−
γ
6
σg [a|α
φσ|b]λφTef
λΠ(1)g
ef −
γ
6
σg [a|α
φσgλφTef
λΠ(1)|b]
ef
− 4γR(1)α[a|
efH(0)|b]ef + T
(2)
αab (136)
where T (2)αab is given in equation (142). In the case of H
(2)
abc, the Bianchi identity
has already given us the result. From the term Tαβ
EHEcd in equation (5) we isolate an
expression of the form
T (0)αβ
gH(2)gcd = iσαβ
gH(2)gcd = Mαβcd
(137)
The right hand side contains now known torsions and curvatures. However they need only
be substituted into (137) generating a long expression. We then use the fact that
σaαβσ
bαβ = − 16δba (138)
and solve for H(2)gcd.
We obtained the full set or torsions and and curvatures,
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T (2)αβ
λ = −
iγ
12
σpqrefαβA
(1)
pqrTef
λ (139)
T (2)αβ
d = −
iγ
6
σpqrefαβH
(0)d
efA
(1)
pqr (140)
T (2)γg
δ = −
γ
2
[∇γA
(1)
gef ]T
(0)
ef
δ + 2R(1)γgefT
(0)
ef
δ (141)
Extracting the symmetrized torsion T (2)γgd from (78) gives
T (2)γab = −
γ
2
[∇γA
(1)
[a|ef ]H
(0)
|b]
ef + 2γR(1)γ[a|efH
(0)
|b]
ef −
iγ
12
σpqrg[a|γλT
(0)
|b]g
λA(1)pqr
+σab γ
φ[+
γ
12
(∇φA
(1)
gef)H
(0)gef +
γ
3
R(1)φ gefH
(0)gef −
iγ
72
σpqregφλA
(1)
pqrT
(0)
eg
λ]
+σ[a|
g
γ
φ[−
γ
2
(∇φA
(1)
|b]ef)H
(0)
g
ef −
γ
2
(∇φA
(1)
gef)H
(0)
|b]
ef
−
γ
6
R(1)φ |b]efH
(0)
g
ef −
γ
6
R(1)φ gefH
(0)
|b]
ef
+
iγ
144
A(1)pqr[σ
pqre
|b]φλT
(0)
eg
λ + σpqreg φλT
(0)
e|b]
λ]]
(142)
where
∇γA
(1)
gef = iγσgef ǫτT
(0)
kp
ǫ[2T (0)kpλT (0)γλ
τ −
1
2
σmnγ
τR(0)kpmn]
(143)
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R(2)αβde = −
iγ
12
σpqrefαβA
(1)
pqrRefde − 2iσ
g
αβ [L
(2)
gde +
1
4
A(2)gde] (144)
We also find the adjusted curvature Rklγ
τ . For R(2)αβde we have reduced it to solvable
form. After imposing conditions (133) and (115) on (110) we obtain
iσg(αβ|R
(2)
|γ)gde = σ
g
(αβ|[
iγ
2
[∇|γ)A
(1)
gab]R
(0)ab
de − 2iγR
(1)
|γ)gabR
(0)
abde
+
γ
3
σpqrag |γ)φA
(1)
pqr{∇[d|T
(0)
a|e]
φ + 2H
(0)
[d|a
cT (0)c|e]
φ}+ 2iγ∇|γ)Π
′
gde] = 0 (145)
R(2)αβde can be extracted from the above result.
Finally we have found the supercurrent A(2)abc
=
γ
20
σgefγλσ
bλφ[∇φ(
1
4
A(1)bmn − 2L
(1)
bmn)]T
(0)mnγ (146)
13 Appendix I: Conventions
It has been shown that the Lorentz Chern-Simmons Form, QABC , can be defined in
superspace for the various dimensionalities as follows, [1],
Qαβγ =
1
2
ω(α|
efR|βγ)gf −
1
3
ω(α|
efω|β|
g
eω|γ)ef
Qαβc = ω(α|
efR|β)cef + ωc
efRαβcef − ω(α|
efω|β)
g
eωcgf
Qαbc = ω(α|
efRbcef + ωc
efR|c]αef − ω[a|
efω|c]
g
eωαgf
Qabc =
1
2
ω[a|
efR|bc]ef −
1
3
ω[a|
efω|b|
g
eω|c]gf (147)
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D=10, N=1 appears in many formalisms, possibly related by a Weyl Transforma-
tion,[1]. For a review of this theory at zeroth order see [3]. Hence we require from
D=10, N=1 Supergravity the field strength GABC , (see references [1], and many refer-
ences therein).
GABC =
1
2
∂[B|B|BC) (148)
or it can be coupled to a Yang Mills Supermultiplet, [1]
In this paper we work with the modified field strength, HABC , as defined in equation
equation (13) as opposed to GABC in reference [2]. We also have the supercurrent su-
pertensor AABC as defined in equation (24) for on shell conditions, and later modified to
second order in equation (133). This modification includes the string tension parameter
α. This correction was first given in [1].
In this paper we use γ where.
γ = const.α (149)
The field strength LABC is simply given by
HABC = −2LABC (150)
.
We have the curvatures and torsions TAB
C , and curvatures, RABCD, for their various
dimensions We also encounter the super field fields φ and χ which is given by
48
χα = −
1
2
∇αφ (151)
13.1 The Sigma Matrix Algebra
A considerable array of sigma matrix identities can be found in ref. [3]. For this work
we require to know only those listed here. Details of all conventions are given in [3]. To
make our work self contained however we start form first principles as follows. Spinors in
D=10 space-time dimensions are sixteen component objects. Let dotted indices be right
handed components and un-dotted indices left handed. Let let space-time indices be in
small Roman script and spinor indices be Greek letters. We deal only with purely left
handed (chiral supergravity) spinors so no dotted indices appear.
The local ten dimensional metric ηab has signature [+,−,−....]. The sigma matrices are
therefore 16 by 16 matrices which satisfy the usual Dirac algebra with anti-commutator
as follows
σaαβσb
βγ + σbαβσa
βγ = −2ηabσα
γ (152)
Hence we have
σaαβσb
βγ = −σbαβσa
βγ − 2ηabσα
γ (153)
Or we have
σaαβσb
βγ = −σabα
γ − ηabσα
γ (154)
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This defines the object σabα
γ . Similarly
σaαβσbcγ
β = −σabcαγ −
1
2!
ηa[b|σ|c]αγ (155)
And so on as we can build up related products. Hence all the sigma matrices are anti-
symmetric in their vector indices. Sigma matrices with odd numbers of vector indices
are anti-symmetric in their spinor indices. Symmetrization and anti-symmetrization is
defined as follows.
A(a|A|b) = AaAb + AbAa (156)
A[a|A|b] = AaAb − AbAa (157)
The only identities from [3] which we use in this paper are listed below. The remaining
ones that we use are derived in the appendix. We have the following identities which we
used once or more
σaαβσ
bαβ = −δa
b (158)
σabα
βσcdβ
α = −δ[a|
cδ|b]
d (159)
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σabcαβσ
defαβ = −δ[a|
dδb
eδ|c]
f (160)
σabcαβσ
abcγδ = −8.3!.δ[α|
γδ|β]
δ (161)
σabcαβσ
abc
γδ = −2.3!.δ
a
α[γ|σa|δ]β (162)
σaαβσ
aβγ = −10δγα (163)
Finally we have the important result
σpqrefαβ = [η
[p
eη
q
fσ
r]
αβ −
1
2
σef α
φσpqrφβ] (164)
To complete the set we require also equation (40).
14 Appendix II
Using the notation of [6] we define torsions and curvatures as follows,
[∇A,∇B} = TAB
C +
1
2
RABd
eMe
d (165)
In this paper we required the following,
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T(αβ|
λT|γ)λ
δ − T(αβ|
gT|γ)g
δ − ∇(α|T|βγ)
δ −
1
4
R(2)(αβ|deσ
de
|γ)
δ = 0 (166)
T(αβ|
λT|γ)λ
d − T(αβ|
gT|γ)g
d − ∇(α|Tβγ)
d = 0 (167)
T(αβ|
λR|γ)λde − T(αβ|
gR|γ)gde − ∇(α|Rβγ)de = 0 (168)
∇αRabde = Tα[a|
ERE |b]de + Tab
EREαde − ∇[a|R|b]αde (169)
15 Appendix III
A lengthy derivation available from author.
16 Appendix IV: Calculation of Equation (37)
A lengthy derivation available from author.
17 Appendix V: Calculation of Equation (62)
We have the term
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+iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[R
(0)
|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ] (170)
=
+iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[−iσ[e|γ)φT
(0)φ
d|f ] − 2
i
4
σ[d|γ)φT
(0)φ
|ef ]] (171)
= (−i)
+iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[2σe|γ)φT
(0)φ
df +
1
2
[2σd|γ)φT
(0)φ
ef − 4σeγ)φT
(0)φ
df ]] (172)
=
+γ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqrσd|γ)φT
(0)φ
εf (173)
Consider
σpqrefαβσdγφT
(0)
ef
φA(1)pqr = [η
[p
e η
q
fσ
r]
αβ −
1
2
σef(α|
φσpqr|β)φ]A
(1)
pqrσdγλT
(0)efλ
(174)
= [6σgαβA
(1)
gefσdγλT
(0)efλ −
1
2
σef(α|
φσpqr|β)φ]A
(1)
pqrσdγλT
(0)efλ
= λ1 + λ2 (175)
Using the definition of A(1)gef gives
λ2 = −
1
2
σef(α|
φσpqr|β)φ[−iγσpqrǫτ ]σdγλT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ (176)
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Using ref. [3] and the appropriate sigma matrix result, gives
= +
1
2
σef(α|
φ[−12iσg |β)[ǫ|σg |τ ]φ]σdγλT
(0)ef λT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ (177)
With the anti symmetry in ǫ and τ gives a factor of 2,
= (−12i)γσef(α|
φσg |β)ǫσgτφσdγλT
(0)ef λT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ
(178)
We also have the basic result that
σefα
φσgτφ = − ηg[eσf ]ατ − σgefατ (179)
Similarly,
σefτ
φσgαφ = − ηg[eσf ]ατ − σgefτα (180)
Now add the above two equations and use the anti-symmetry in the spinor indices of
σgefτα to get
σefα
φσgτφ = − 2ηg[eσf ]ατ − σefτ
φσgαφ (181)
Hence λ2 becomes
λ2 = (−12i)γσ
g
(β|ǫ[−2ηg[e|σ|f ]|α)τ − σefτ
φσg|α)φ]σdγλT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ (182)
Noting also the antisymmetry in e and f, we get
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= + 48iγηgeσf(α|τσ
g
|β)ǫσdγλT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ
+ 12iγσefτ
φσg(α|φσ
g
|β)ǫσdγλT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ (183)
We have the result,
σg(α|φσ
g
|β)ǫ = − σgαβσ
g
ǫφ (184)
We can also show that can [σg [ǫ|φσef |τ ]φ] = − 2σgefǫτ
Hence
λ2 = + 48iγσe(α|ǫσf |β)τσdγλT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ
− 12iγσgαβ[
1
2
σg [ǫ|φσef |τ ]φσdγλT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ (185)
= + 48iγσe(α|ǫσf |β)τσdγλT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ
+ 12iγσgαβσgefǫτσd|γ)λT
(0)ef λ (186)
So using this and also the definition of A(1)gef we finally get
= + 48 (i)γσe(α|ǫσf |β)τσd|γ)λT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ
−12σgαβA
(1)
gefσd|γλT
(0)efλ (187)
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This was the second term in equation (117). Adding to λ1 gives
λ1 + λ2 = + 48(i)γσe(α|ǫσf |β)τσdγλT
(0)ef λT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ
+ (6 − 12)σgαβA
(1)
gefσdγλT
(0)efλ (188)
Hence introducing the symmetries over α, β, γ we get the final result,
+iγ
24
σpqref (αβ|A
(1)
pqr[R
(0)
|γ)def − 2∇|γ)H
(0)
def ]
= −
γ
4
σ
g
(αβ|A
(1)
gefσd|γ)λT
(0)efλ
+ 4iγ2σe(α|ǫσf(β|τσd|γ)λT
(0)efλT (0)kp
ǫT (0)kpτ (189)
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